SUPERIOR
TIMBER SHUTTERS

Why Choose Us?
What is most important to the team at Papakura
Joinery is that you the customer are 110% satisﬁed.
To achieve that result we have spent the past 50 years
perfecting our product. Here’s how we’ve done it:

QUALITY
• Timber - Canadian Western Red Cedar
The Canadian Western Red Cedar (which is
plantation grown) has a proven record as the most
stable timber available to avoid warping, twisting
or bowing.
• Production
100% New Zealand Made. Our unique production
process uses purpose built machinery ensuring we
manufacture a ﬂawless shutter every time.
• Componentry
One of the most important aspects of a shutter
is what holds it together. We use engineering
grade acetyl (hardened plastic) pivots that are UV
protected and won’t break, crack or rust. These
pivots produce a noise free shutter that opens and
shuts with one smooth movement.
We also use stainless steel screws, nails and ball
bearings for strength and durability.
• Finishing
Our experienced ﬁnishing team will produce
the perfect coating for your shutters. Your new
window coverings can be painted in the colour of
your choice, using a highly resilient and durable
paint system. If you prefer the natural look of
Cedar, we recommend the Sikkens Cetol System.
These UV resistant stains are suitable for interior
and exterior applications and available in a variety
of colours.

SERVICE
• At Papakura Joinery we have 50 years experience in
the joinery and building industries. Our specialty is
architectural problem solving for your windows, for
example angled, circular, curved or for that matter
any shape at all. The design and production teams
will ensure that you get exactly what you want,
when you want it. We pride ourselves on providing
you with only the best service!

PRICE
• Due to a combination of factors including our
unique production process we are able to provide
you with the best Cedar shutters on the market at
the best price!

Shutter Range:
SUNSET
Our most popular shutter. Adjustable aerofoil
blades in 70mm, 90mm and 115mm wide.
All blades overlap each other by 10mm. The
sunset shutter makes for a great interior
window dressing or can be used for exterior
to control privacy and light on terraces and
balconies.

AIRFLOW
Fixed slat decorative shutter. Blades in 28mm,
40mm and 50mm ﬁxed into a carrier bead at
a 45° angle. Allows airﬂow and ventilation
to gable ends in a roof. Often used as an
exterior decorative shutter on ends of
windows or ﬁxed on walls.
WINDBREAKER
A robust chunky style shutter. Fixed blades
that can be either ﬂush or protruding. Blades
are 18mm thick and ﬁxed at a 45° angle.
Great for where security, strength and safety
are required. Often used for terraces dividing
apartments or for gas or pump room doors
where ventilation and security are a must.
Also ideal for indoor or outdoor screens and
gable ends.

PRIVACY
Joined blades in 28mm, 40mm and 80mm.
Blades are ﬁxed shut. Used for decorative
outside shutters ﬁxed to walls or as a
partition between rooms. For example as a bifolding door between a library or ofﬁce and
living areas.

NEW
SQUARE BLADE
Our latest shutter. A modern contemporary
look for those who want shutters with an
edge. This square blade can be used for both
adjustable and ﬁxed shutters.
As with all of our adjustable shutters the
carrier rod can be positioned in the middle to
the side or be removed all together.
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